1. **SUNGAI BILL**

'Sungai Bil' is an ideal picnic spot for locals and visitors who are outside the area Tanjong Malim. Clean and comfortable air environment has attracted visitors to come and enjoy it. 'Sungai Bil' is also a focus place for those who love camping, jungle tracking, fishing and many others. Here also have a hydroelectric dam that is used to generate energy. A few types of facilities have been provided here as halls, parking site, food and beverage outlets are also gazebos to provide comfort to the visitors. Now 'Sungai Bil' has been known throughout the country for many national-level activities such as competitions were held here "ECO Challenge" and the National Service Program.
2. TASIK EMBAYU PROTON CITY

Proton Embayu Lake City is a popular recreation spot in Tanjong Malim. Embayu Lake Park is located in a residential area Proton City. Various recreational activities can be conducted in Proton City’s recreation park. It is an artificial lake and features a variety of modern amenities and latest facilities for leisure visitors. The largest lake has also provided a variety of recreational facilities for all ages. Provided with complete facilities such as eateries, grocery, clinic and many others. Various activities were held here like the game, paint ball, and Eco Challenge which has attracted the interest of society.
Genting Highlands is an integrated resort development comprising hotels and a theme park in Pahang, perched on the peak of Gunung Ulu Kali at 1,800 meters high. Nestled near the border of Selangor within an hour’s drive from Tanjung Malim (about 35km), Genting Resort presents a popular weekend getaway from the city heat, conveniently connected by a cable car service from the satellite town of Gohtong Jaya. On a clear day, the peak overlooks lush valleys of rainforest stretching towards KL, a breathtaking view for visitors as they enjoy the cooling weather and serene mountain environment.
Just as its name suggests, there is only one way to describe KLCC: the heart of Kuala Lumpur. At once an entertainment, commercial and business focal point, KLCC is home to some of the most popular landmarks in Malaysia, making it a popular tourist destination. With a host of options to choose from - dining, arts, culture, recreation, sightseeing, shopping and entertainment – you won’t be stuck for ideas on what to do around here.

Described by its developers as ‘A City within a City’, KLCC offers a myriad of interesting attractions that never cease to wonder, as well as plenty of nightlife, dining and shopping options. KLCC is readily accessible via public transport with many buses operating on various routes within the area and a few train stations nearby.
Sungai Klah Hot Springs is nestled in the serene and lush forest patches, surrounded by hills and clear cold mountain streams and rivers. Its unique concept of a specially designed free flowing Hot Springs Swimming Pool and Therapeutic Park at the foothill of the Titiwangsa Range 200 feet above sea level is indeed creatively engineered to attract visitors who appreciate the wonders of nature. Families visiting the park can try out the family baths and enjoy the privacy of this special treat. Another popular family activity not to miss out on is the hot springs egg-boiling experience. For visitors who are keen to experience the local Malay massage, the park offers one of the finest traditional massage packages to benefit from.